• As a former public land policymaker, I have a strong interest in land management – how
do we manage public land resources for the benefit of the American people?
• After leaving government, I have focused most of my Colorado Board service on nonprofits that acquire or steward open space, public lands or national trails.
• As Denver/Front Range have grown, the use and abuse of public lands for outdoor
recreation has also grown. Land managers in Colorado are struggling to keep up with the
astonishing growth in recreational demand.
• Today, I want to share some of what is happening in Colorado because I know the same
thing is happening at a different scale in Salt Lake City, Boise, ID and other urban areas
around the West.
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• As a group, we Westerners are among the healthiest Americans, in part, because we
have a big playground in our National Forests, Public Lands, National Parks, Refuges,
State Parks and local open space. Outdoor recreation is key to our physical, mental and
spiritual well-being.
• Saving, setting aside and protecting lands for recreation, wildlife or scenic beauty is the
important First Step.
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• But how we steward or care for those lands as we use them for recreation is a vital
Second Step that often is ignored or lost in the louder debate.
• Recreation, human access and recreation development impact natural landscapes and
require ongoing management to conserve the experience for those that follow.
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• But recreation on federal lands is something the West has sold for decades. Here is a
sample of what several states are “selling .”
• The Colorado Tourism Board urges, “Come to Life in Colorado” and highlights 99
Instagram-worthy vistas including Hanging Lake on US Forest Service lands.
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• In Utah, where “Life is Elevated,” the state has successfully promoted visits to the
“Mighty 5” National Parks.
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• Wyoming uses the more understated slogan, “That’s WY” (Why), but highlights its firstin-the-nation status for the:
• 1st National Park
• 1st National Monument
• 1st National Forest
• Wyoming encourages visitors to “start exploring Wyoming’s preserved lands.”
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• Recreation is big business.
• Last month, pursuant to the Outdoor Recreation Jobs & Economic Impact Act of 2016,
sponsored by Senator Cory Gardner (R-CO), the US Bureau of Economic Analysis
calculated the economic impact of outdoor recreation for the first time.
• At close to an annual $350 billion, outdoor recreation constitutes 2% of US GDP.
• More than agriculture at 1%
• More than mining/O&G at 1.4%
• And even more than legal services at 1.3% of GDP.
• The outdoor recreation economy’s growth rate of 3.8% is faster than the growth rate of
the overall economy at 2.8%.
• In 2017, the OIA, using slightly different methodology, calculated the economic impact
of outdoor recreation at $887 billion – close to the Bureau’s annual gross output of $673
billion.
• Either way, recreation is a significant contributor to GDP.
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• All of the federal land agencies have a defined recreational component in their statutory
missions.
• BLM and FS as multiple use agencies provide a more dispersed, “do-it-yourself”
recreational experience.
• NPS provides a more infrastructure-heavy experience of our national treasures,
managed to a non-impairment standard.
• FWS provides recreational opportunities in wildlife refuges consistent with refuge
management goals.
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• Over the last decade, the USFS and BLM have worked on developing an outdoor
recreation vision.
• Both agencies include a role for public stewardship:
• Forest Service – speaks of inspiring the “responsibility to care for [the natural
world]”
• BLM – encourages “sustaining the distinctive character of Public Land recreation
settings”
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• In the last century, we tended to pit recreation against extractive industries.
• Recreation as a non-consumptive use that will be a positive economic contributor to
the West’s future.
• Extractive industries consume resources and are the West’s “dying legacy
industries.”
• The implication was Recreation is good, Extraction is bad and the good would and
should replace the bad.
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• My friend and astute Western historian, Univ. of Colorado Prof. Patty Limerick urges us
to take another look at that framing. She asserts there are actually many similarities
between extraction and recreation or as she describes it, “areas of kinship.” Here are a
few; both have:
• Capacity to create substantial environmental disturbance.
• Embrace capitalism and drive for profit.
• Provide jobs and multiplier effects in in their communities.
• Depend on transportation and fossil fuels.
• The jobs in both can be dangerous and invisible to beneficiaries.
• Participants see themselves as innocents; puzzled, defensive and “grumpy” when
criticized.
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• For the last 6 years, I have served on the Board of Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado
(VOC), a statewide stewardship organization connecting volunteers with stewardship
work on federal, state and local open space lands.
• In the last several years, our federal and state land management partners have come to
VOC for help in managing the impacts from increased recreation at a time when the
state was recovering from significant wildfires and floods.
• They need trained volunteers to help stretch their limited resources to steward the lands
they manage.
• What are the challenges:
• The 2 right-hand slides show that Instagram-worthy Hanging Lake – graffiti and a
conga line of hikers.
• In Utah, the “Mighty 5” campaign has resulted in increased visitation and crowds of
people and cars at Arches.
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• As the population grows in an urbanized West, recreational demand has accelerated.
• Visitation is up across federal lands:
• Hanging Lake, CO (USFS)
• 2013 – 90,000 visitors
• 2016 – 150,000 visitors
• Rocky Mtn. National Park
• 2014-2016 – 30% more visitors
• Colorado 14’ers
• 2016 – 260,000 hiker days per year
• 2017 – 311,000 hiker days per year
• Utah’s Mighty 5
• 2015-2016 – 21% increase
• Zion – 60% in a decade
• Arches – doubled in a decade
• USFS – 205 million visits per year (326 million U.S. population)
• FWS – 80% increase since 1985
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• Along with that growth comes disappointing behavior.
• Dog poop/dog poop bags left on the trail
• Human poop/toilet paper near trails & campsites
• Bushwhacking ski and bike trails on the 14’ers
• 11 dead on the 14’ers in 2017
• Non-recreational camping on US Forest lands
• This photo illustrates the debris left by “urban traveler” campers at a US Forest
Service campground between Boulder and Nederland, CO
• Another photo from this “5280” article illustrates the piles of hypodermic
needles left behind
• A big problem: Ignorance
• Former recreational lead for Region 2 of US Forest Service, Jim Bedwell, noted
this problematic attitude: “The resource is infinite/my impact is minimal”
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• This increased use comes at a time when land management budgets have been flat or
declining for 20 years.
• Every land management agency has a “deferred maintenance” or “maintenance
backlog” challenge.
• USFS 2016 - $5.5 billion (but 56% of budget went to fighting fire in 2017)
• NPS 2018 - $11.9 billion
• FWS 2018 - $1.4 billion
• BLM 2016 - $0.81 billion
• That means close to $19 billion in deferred maintenance on federal lands (to put that
into context, BLM’s budget is around $1 billion). And as Lynn Scarlett pointed out in her
remarks, these are not one-time costs, but ongoing needs that will reoccur as roads and
roofs wear out or fires or floods occur.
UPDATE:
• The FYI 2018 Appropriations bill signed into law on March 23, 2018 provides:
• BLM - $50 million for maintenance backlog
• NPS - $138 million for maintenance backlog
• FWS - $53 million for maintenance backlog
• A step in the right direction ($241 M), but inadequate to fully address the backlog ($19
B)
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• New challenges – the role of technology and social media in drawing crowds to a once
remote area.
• “Bagging & posting” 14’ers in Colorado or 12’ers in Idaho bring out the crowds and
the inexperienced.
• This article describes Horseshoe Bend which used to see 1,000 visitors a year but
now sees 4,000 every day! All to grab an iconic selfie.
• GPS coordinates posted with photos overwhelm good fishing spots or scenic places,
bringing crowds to areas not prepared to handle the numbers.
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• What are some of the options to address these challenges?
• In October, Great Outdoors Colorado, VOC, grant makers, land managers and
stewardship groups gathered to educate each other on the problem and discuss
solutions.
• Colorado College Economics Professor, Walt Hecox, who has led the Colorado College’s
Annual Conservation Poll, got us started with some tough choices. He challenged us by
saying you can:
• Grow the supply of recreational resources – for example, corporate adopt-atrail/road or greater roles for concessionaires
• Slow/limit the demand for those resources – limit visitors, auction access, charge for
use.
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• Education of these new recreational users:
• Observation of the principles of Leave No Trace (LNT) are important to reduce
impacts. For example, the Colorado Tourism Board now supplies LNT info in all CO
travel packets.
• Colorado Alpine Rescue, after the 2017 death toll on 14’ers, is starting an education
campaign on Safe Colorado 14’er hiking similar to their successful avalanche
education.
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• Susan Daggett and Peter Metcalf argued that we should steer recreational users to
places that have the hardened infrastructure to take the abuse of increased numbers.
• Focus some recreational use in urban areas. (Susan Daggett)
• Consider the 14’ers in Colorado as “urban interface” and build the infrastructure—a
parking lots, permanent toilets, hardened trails—to handle the crowds. (Peter
Metcalf)
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• But where can the money come from?
• California’s “green tag” OHV fee program is one successful model to raise funds from
users.
• USFS/NPS charge parking fees and entrance fees at certain popular places.
• The Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act of 2004 (FLREA) fee program was
started in the Bush Administration and Lynn Scarlett and I both advocated to Congress to
let FS/Interior agencies collect fees at developed locations and plow the $$ back into
those areas, but...
• Some object and have sued (“I already pay taxes” or “that place is an exception to
FLREA”).
• Although NPS collects the most $$, in 2015 OIG faulted NPS for not using the
authority as much as it could.
• This year Interior Secretary Zinke was blasted for seeking big fee increases at 17
popular parks under this authority.
• FLREA authority was set to expire in 2016, but it was extended into FY 2019.
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• The Hook & Bullet component of outdoor recreation has been taxing the equipment
they use in their recreation for many decades. In 1930 Pittman Robinson was enacted to
tax hunting equipment and in 1952 Dingell Johnson to tax fishing equipment. This
money goes back to the State Game & Fish agencies for habitat acquisition and
management for game species. Over the years – billions of $$. This year, Secretary Zinke
highlighted $1 billion from this tax for state wildlife programs.
• Some argue that other members of the Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) should do
likewise – tax those $10,000 mountain bikes, $50 backpacks, tents and skis.
• Since 1999, OIA has opposed this arguing that since much of their product is imported
they already pay excise taxes into the General Treasury and shouldn’t be asked to pay
more. This position may change as the industry plays a larger role in GDP.
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• Federal Legislation can bring focus and funding to outdoor recreation management.
• 2018 “National Trails Stewardship Act” directs USFS to publish a national strategy to
strengthen role of volunteers to “augment and support capabilities of federal
employees.”
• Recently Secretary Zinke and Senator Alexander introduced a “National Park Restoration
Act” – “all energy” additional revenue towards NPS infrastructure needs.
• “State Wildlife Action Plans” to conserve nongame habitat – OIA/AWFA say use energy
royalties to fund this need.
• Fully appropriate Land & Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) ($900 million per year)
• Enacted in 1964; uses offshore O&G royalties to meet the annual appropriated
amount.
• 2 components:
• State grants to acquire/develop recreational lands
• Fed side – acquire lands and waters
• Note neither is focused on maintenance/stewardship of the lands
• Full appropriation only happened twice in 49 years – most $$ flows into General
Treasury and the annual appropriation is well below $900 million. Up for
reauthorization in 2018. FY 2018 Appropriation Bill funds LWCF at $425.
• “Recreation Not Red Tape” – help outfitters and promote private section volunteers
• “Outdoor Economy Act” – Interior Recreation FACA; FS already has a recreation FACA
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• Some states have found ways to raise $$ for conservation.
• In Colorado, the lottery proceeds have been used to fund acquisitions and support
stewardship work.
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• Stewardship: A nonprofit leader who has dedicated her career to stewardship, Ann
Baker Easley defines it as, “Caring enough about something to sacrifice for it.”
• Here in Salt Lake City, we need only think of the annual 10% tithe that Latter Day Saints
commit to the church as an example of the kind of sacrifice entailed in “stewardship.”
• Volunteer stewards can enhance the supply of “land managers” by partnering trained
volunteers on public land projects to do a variety of restoration work.
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• We have a strong effort in Colorado: 30 organizations who annually provide 100,000
volunteers. But put into the context of the size of our population—100,000 volunteers
out of 5 million is not enough.
• The risk is that the stewardship work is piecemeal, a patchwork without ecological
impact.
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• Through our dialog in Colorado and our conversations in DC, VOC has identified some
concrete steps that could enhance the role of volunteer stewardship:
• Nationwide stewardship network similar to the youth-focused Corps Network
• Volunteer offices in FS/BLM field offices – volunteers helping to coordinate stewards
for the work inside the agencies
• VOC/USFS share the cost of the volunteer coordinator
• Work standards/training for trail work, water restoration
• Outdoor Stewardship Institute (OSI) training certificate – quality assurance for
the land manager – volunteers trained in the work and safety protocols
• New funding model for stewardship work – across a landscape and multiple years of
funding (with metrics) directed to make a meaningful impact rather than year-byyear piecemeal work that may not be adequate to the need.
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• So that is our challenge as Westerners – once we “save” the land how do we care for it
while we enjoy it?
• All the options need be carefully considered, even if they are uncomfortable.
• What do we need to “sacrifice” to steward these lands?
• Thank you.
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